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With the establishment and gradual perfection of Chinese market economy 
system, partnership enterprise together with company & corporation and sole 
proprietorship enterprise have constituted the market’s subjects. Partnership enterprise 
as an integral part of market economy represents one of the modern enterprise’s 
patterns, exerting more and more influence on economic activities nowadays. 
Nevertheless, deficiencies in partnership enterprise’s income tax system of Mainland 
China such as varied tax models, unstable bases for taxation, incomplete regulations, 
in conflict with current enterprise income tax law, etc. result in heavy taxation burden 
for partners of a partnership enterprise, undermining investors’ determination to 
choose partnership as their enterprise form meanwhile leading to the distorted 
allocation of economic resources. Taiwan District of China, separated by stretches of 
sea from Mainland, has adopted a unified income taxation model since Jan.1st 1998, 
resolving economic double taxation to some extent. In addition, tax laws of Taiwan 
District provide that both the partnership enterprise and company & corporation are 
taxpayer of corporate profit tax. Such regulations promote a simplified and unified tax 
system; meanwhile demonstrate the doctrine of tax neutrality by reducing the tax 
burden gap among different enterprises.  
The thesis will be divided into three chapters. Chapter one mainly introduces the 
current taxation models of Mainland and Taiwan District on partnership enterprise 
based on fundamental theories. Chapter two draws a detailed comparison of income 
tax law for partnership enterprise between Mainland and Taiwan District from the 
perspective of taxation basis and taxation constitutive requirements. Chapter three 
applies the doctrine of tax fairness to the analysis of partnership enterprise’s income 
tax law in Mainland and Taiwan District. By comparing and using experiences of 
Taiwan District for reference, the thesis puts forward suggestions to the perfection of 














Innovations of this thesis include the following four aspects: 1; initial research on 
partnership enterprise’s income tax across the strait by systematic and comparative 
approach. With the help of tax law cases, legal problems concerning partnership 
enterprise’s income tax in both Mainland and Taiwan District are displayed in an 
impressive and detailed way. 2; from a perspective of tax fairness doctrine and on the 
basis of two types of partnership enterprises, namely natural person partnership and 
legal person partnership, it is concluded that injustice in partnership enterprise’s 
income tax still exist in Mainland’s and Taiwan District’s tax laws. 3; by comparison 
of partnership enterprise’s income tax laws in Mainland and Taiwan District, it is 
pointed out that neither side has an explicit anti-tax evasion system. In contrast, US 
legislation provides experiences for reference on this issue. 4; structure of the thesis is 
based on synchronous comparisons and summaries, i.e. opinions and suggestions after 
comparison of relevant systems in Mainland and Taiwan District are incorporated into 
the summary section in each part following the comparison, not separated as another 
chapter. 
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